Awake Palmer Lake
Nov 15, 2017
In attendance: Jeff
Linda
John
Chris
Cindy

Bob (town council member)
Rick Kurtz (town council member)
Bill
Bonnie

Call to order at 6:36 PM. Intros of visitors, some citizens and some council members
Treasurer: Rob- MMkt $23,331 and Checking $30,011.89
Legal: Chris- Nothing to update
.5K: Chris- Raised $18,000. Great race. Lots of fun. We will put on Next Door that
there are still t-shirts left. $10 ea or 2 for $15
RR Bridge update: Bill- Union Pacific says, “go with confidence”. Great slide
presentation. Bill will send it to Bonnie for Website and FB update.
GOCO: Cathy- Must file another extension. Jake Houston is our liason from GOCO
Dirt: Jeff- Bid is $135K . Picker says he will see if he can get Picker to come in lower.
The committee wants to go for moving the dirt even if the RR has a problem will the
bridge design in the end. We want to show the community that we are doing
something and since the dirt has to be moved one way or another, lets do it now so
it’s not an eye sore. That way its in place when we need it. We still need a
construction mngr. Lance Kippen has sent contract paramiters.
Water for the Lake: Linda-We didn’t have any rain in September and October so the
level is down. Linda would like to know how much the town is releasing to the lake
from the upper reservoir, but Steve is not supplying that info. Town Council will
look into this. The staff gage is currently at the bottom of the lake because of
vandalism. Linda will bring a stream gage for the creek to measure CFS. She is also
working on an app for the website and it will be linked to the town website. It may
take a while because she is doing this on her personal time.
Disc. Golf: John- 2 missing baskets found and replaced at the lake. Possible one fund
raiser. John will speak to some of the players in the area.
Fireworks: Cindy- No updates. There is a fundraiser in February but not sure what
yet. The committee is looking at 2 new companies for the next show.
Mtg dismissed at 8:45pm

